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Attending: Doug Allen, Michael Amaral, Nancy Martin, Phil Stockwell, Susi Von Ottengen, Scott Warren, Tim 

Blagden, Mike Jones (Business Owner), Mark Moser (Moser Engineering), Cindy Balcius and Deirdre Benjamin 

(Stoney Ridge Environmental LLC). 

 

The Warner Conservation Commission (WCC) visited the Knoxland Farm Equipment Company to consider 

their request to fill a small portion of the wetlands in order to expand their business.  Mike Jones offered a 

short history of the layout of the business, which had previously allowed them to display equipment on the 

adjacent Madgetech property. Since that is no longer feasible, Knoxland seeks to fill a small portion (0.75  acres 

) of the wetlands on their property in order to visibly display equipment along the highway. 

 

To mitigate the filling of the wetlands, Knoxland proposes to provide a 13.05 acre conservation easement (7.8 

of which is wetland; the rest is upland) to the town of Warner that in addition, will also facilitate construction 

of the Concord to Lake Sunapee Rail Trail through that stretch. The project engineer, environmental consultant 

and the owner have already met with NH Division of Environmental Services (DES) to seek verbal approval 

for the concept. They state that DES thought that the exchange of an easement to the town that also provided 

for public recreational use on the rail trail was acceptable to mitigate  filling a small portion of the wetlands.  

Knoxland has not yet applied for a wetlands permit for the project. 

 

Following the site walk WCC members discussed and requested  the following conditions in order to move the  

the project forward. 

1. The company provides a one-time payment of $7,500 to the Town of Warner Conservation Fund to 

cover future easement monitoring and stewardship costs. 

2. The project incorporates divergent fencing on both sides of the two culverts under the proposed 

Concord Lake Sunapee Rail Trail as shown on the conceptual site plan. Divergent fencing will 

facilitate the passage through the wetlands of small reptiles and amphibians. 

 

The group representing Knoxland indicated agreement with these  requests. WCC members voted and those 

present were unanimous in their decision to support  the project with the stated conditions.  

 

        Respectfully submitted, 


